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PVP

Acabamento:	 Black	Oak

ECLIPSE One Coluna	Monitora	de	2	vias	-	70W	RMS €199,00
ECLIPSE Two Coluna	de	Chão	de	2	vias	-	90W	RMS €349,00
ECLIPSE Three Coluna	de	Chão	de	3	vias	-	120	RMS €479,00
ECLIPSE Center NOVA Coluna	central	-	45W	RMS €199,00
ECLIPSE Mini NOVA Coluna	Monitora	de	2	vias	-	30W	RMS €179,00

PVP

Acabamento:	 Black	Oak	/	Walnut	/	Light	Oak	

MERCURY 7.1 Coluna	Monitora	de	2	vias	-	80W	RMS €279,00
MERCURY 7.2 Coluna	Monitora	de	2	vias	-	100W	RMS €349,00
MERCURY 7.4 Coluna	de	Chão	de	3	vias	-	150W	RMS €749,00

MERCURY 7C Coluna	Central	-	120W	RMS €229,00

TABELA DE PREÇOS
Janeiro 2017

ECLIPSE

Listening to the demands from music fans for a more affordable Tannoy loudspeaker, Eclipse is Tannoy’s new entry-level hi-fi series set to 
redefine the budget loudspeaker market. By distilling Tannoy’s technologies and engineering expertise to their basic, essential elements, 
refining manufacturing processes and offering a stylish, black oak finish, Eclipse redefines performance for budget loudspeakers.

MERCURY 7

Seven generations in the making, Mercury 7 is the latest in the long line of Tannoy’s multi-award winning Mercury loudspeaker series. 
Improved and refined across a raft of key design areas, Mercury 7 delivers outstanding music and movie performance, best-in-class finish 
and exceptional value for money.                                                                                                                                                                                         
New cabinets, upgraded drivers and high performance crossovers further improve the Mercury sound, while premium fittings, luxury 
finishes and fine trim detailing make it the best looking Mercury series too.
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PVP

Acabamento:	 Dark Walnut / Medium Oak

REVOLUTION XT Mini Coluna Monitora de 2 vias €548,00
 REVOLUTION XT  C Coluna	Central	de	2	vias	 €548,00
 REVOLUTION XT 6 Coluna	Monitora	de	2	vias €798,00
 REVOLUTION XT 6F Coluna	de	Chão	3	vias	DC	de	6" €1	398,00
 REVOLUTION XT 8F Coluna	de	Chão	3	vias	DC	de	8" €1	798,00

 

REVOLUTION XT

Revolution XT is the latest development of Tannoy’s most affordable loudspeaker to feature the world renowned Dual Concentric™ 
driver. The XT is a true ‘revolution’ of the series, featuring an all-new ‘Dual’ with some of the most significant and fundamental design 
changes in the driver’s near 60-year history. While retaining Revolution’s familiar trapezoid cabinet shape, wide-ranging changes to 
Revolution XT’s internal design make for a completely new and unique loudspeaker concept.
Tannoy’s pioneering Twin-cavity coupled reflex system and down-firing external port delivers the Revolution series’ most tuneful and 
musically coherent bass to date, while the integrated plinth further improves transient attack and overall stability. The new Dual, with its 
Omnimagnet™ motor and class-leading dispersion characteristics, has been partnered with a new series of audiophile grade crossovers 
to realise the very best performance across the range.
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PVP

Acabamento:	 High Gloss Cherry / Black / Dark Walnut

DEFINITION DC8 €3	398,00

DEFINITION DC8 Ti €6	748,00

DEFINITION DC10 Ti €8	748,00

DEFINITION DC10A €15	998,00

DEFINITION DC6 LCR €1	998,00

DEFINITION 
Subwoofer €4	998,00

A design of simplicity and purity of purpose; a 1KW amplifier drives a pair of 300mm long throw 
metal-cone drivers in a substantial plywood cabinet. A thoroughbred low frequency loudspeaker, 
engineered with Tannoy’s fundamental principles of power and accuracy at its heart.

For use as part of a multi-channel audio system, the DC6LCR complements all other speakers in 
the Definition range. A 6" Dual Concentric™ drive unit and 2 x 6" bass drivers provide natural 
midrange, high intelligibility, airiness and expansive sound staging.

Designed to get the very best from music in the home, these distinctive, contemporary styled audiophile loudspeakers offer unrivalled 
performance and value for money. Incorporating a wealth of high-tech features, innovative materials and cutting edge processes to 
enhance the music experience, Definition distils, refines and perfects Tannoy’s eight decades of loudspeaker expertise.

Capable of resolving the finest musical detail or generating the power and dynamics of a full 
scale orchestra, the upgraded Definition DC8Ti combines an 8” Dual ConcentricTM drive unit with 
WideBandTM tweeter and is augmented with a precision matched 8” bass driver. The new fixed, 
heavyweight plinth provides improved stability, bass weight and stereo focus.

DEFINITION

Bringing Definition technology to a stand-mount design, the DC8 offers the latest 8" Dual 
Concentric™ drive unit in a compact, curve wall cabinet constructed from the finest plywood. The 
19 litre port-tuned enclosure offers class leading bass down to almost 40Hz.

The new DC10A is a speaker of pure refinement. A single point source Alnico Dual Concentric™ 
driver draws extensively on the acoustics of Tannoy’s Prestige series, presented in a luxurious 
Definition series aesthetic. A thoroughly modern loudspeaker, rich with traditional values.

A powerful combination of Tannoy’s 10" Dual ConcentricTM driver with WideBandTM tweeter, 
precision matched 10" bass driver and an ultra rigid plywood cabinet results in a floor-standing 
design of outstanding musical articulation and class leading dynamics. The new fixed, 
heavyweight plinth provides improved stability, bass weight and stereo focus.
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NOVO - TS2.8 - 200 Watts RMS €435,00
Black Oak / Walnut / Light Oak

TS2.10 - dark grey vinyl - 300 Watts RMS / Max 104 dB / 24 Hz (-6dB) €575,00
TS2.10 - high gloss black - 300 Watts RMS / Max 104 dB / 24 Hz (-6dB) €695,00

TS2 Subwoofer range

A new range of high performance subwoofers featuring twin side-firing driver configuration in substantially built cabinets. Class D bridge 
mode amplification, driven by a Tri-State Pulse Width Modulated Digital Audio Processor, which also provides DSP crossover, phase 
control and equalisation functions. 
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PVP

Acabamentos: Preto e Branco

TFX5.1 System €528,00

TFX5.1 Accessories
TFX satellite stand (pair) black or white €98,00

 

PVP

Acabamentos: Preto

NOVO €798,00

TFX5.1 Sub/Sat SYSTEMS

HTS range

A new aesthetically and acoustically refined successor to the highly successful SFX5.1 system, providing great looks and a stunning 
sound.

The HTS range is styled to match the most popular finish in flat screen TV - high gloss black. A choice of two complete 5.1 systems and 
packaged to allow add-ons for upgrading existing stereo systems to surround sound. Satellites and centre channel are supplied with wall 
bracket. 

HTS 101XP system - 4x satellites + centre + 230V UK/EU sub
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€13	500,00

WESTMINSTER ROYAL GR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
The crowning achievement of the Prestige
range combines hand built traditional compound horn loaded enclosure with the
latest technological innovation in acoustical engineering. 15” Dual ConcentricTM drive unit with Alcomax 3 magnet system 
and high frequency PepperPot WaveGuideTM. Deep Cryogenically treated crossover. Walnut veneered cabinet with solid 
walnut edging and trim detail. Individually machined trim and badge. 18Hz - 22kHz @ -6dB / 99dB sensitivity.

€38	700,00

€23	900,00

Forty-five years on from the launch of the world famous Monitor Gold Dual Concentric™ driver, Tannoy is proud to announce Prestige 
Gold Reference. This major upgrade to 5 models from the previous SE series marks another significant chapter in Tannoy’s illustrious 
history. Gold Reference further refines the Dual Concentric™ driver concept, brings cutting edge materials technology to the Prestige 
range and leverages the sonic benefits of Deep Cryogenic Treatment in the top 3 models. Each hand-crafted Prestige GR cabinet is 
finished with revised real wood veneering and an enhanced gold finish trim. To mark this milestone, and as a celebration of the company’s 
proud heritage, the famous original Tannoy ‘lighting strike’ logo is incorporated into various trims on all models throughout the Prestige GR 
series.

 PRESTIGE Gold Reference

€5	300,00

CANTERBURY GR                                                                                                                                                                                                      
15” Dual ConcentricTM drive unit with Alcomax 3 magnet system and high frequency PepperPot WaveGuideTM. Deep 
Cryogenically treated crossover. Walnut veneered cabinet with solid walnut edging and trim detail. Individually machined 
driver trim and badge. 

TURNBERRY GR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
Beautifully designed and undoubtedly a timeless Tannoy classic using 10” Dual ConcentricTM drive unit and the finest 
crossover components.

€6	700,00

KENSINGTON GR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
10" Dual ConcentricTM, with Alnico magnet system and high frequency PepperPot WaveGuideTM. Deep Cryogenically 
treated crossover. Walnut (or black oak) veneered cabinet with solid walnut edging and trim detail.

STIRLING GR                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Compact floor-standing speaker utilising a 10” Dual Concentric driver in a cabinet design optimised to produce bass 
performance with superb control and extension.
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PVP

€3	500,00

PVP

 PRESTIGE GFR90                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Floorstanding 12" Dual Concentric (Oiled Walnut ) BREVEMENTE

PRESTIGE  

PRESTIGE GFR 90  

Prestige GR SuperTweeter - NOVO
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KINGDOM	ROYAL	MKII €69	500,00

KINGDOM	ROYAL	Carbon	Black €69	500,00

Kingdom Royal by Tannoy: A statement in engineering excellence, hand crafted to exacting standards, setting a new reference 
for musical performance. 

Kingdom Royal represents the sum of Tannoy’s rich heritage, cutting-edge technical innovation and world renowned acoustic engineering. 
A true no-compromise design, Kingdom Royal brings together a series of Tannoy reference components, a radical cabinet design and the 
finest quality materials throughout. From the high gloss wood veneer and Italian leather trim to the all-new 12" Dual Concentric driver with 
its cryogenically treated 3" HF dome and compression motor, every component represents the pinnacle of materials technology and the 
summit of Tannoy’s technical excellence. The result is unsurpassed acoustic performance, ultra-low colouration, high efficiency and 
musical integrity unmatched by any other loudspeaker on the market today.

An alternative finish has now been created – Kingdom Royal Carbon Black. The acoustic performance is, of course, precisely the same 
as the original Kingdom Royal. But the exterior treatment of the Carbon Black version provides a luxurious and modern aesthetic, utilising 
carbon fibre side panels, individually machined metal trims in brushed silver, and the slightest hint of metallic within the satin black finish to 
the main cabinet structure.

KINGDOM ROYAL - Tannoy's flagship Reference loudspeaker
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DC6i €595,00

DC8i €745,00

DC12i €1	195,00

iw63 DC €1	195,00

iw60 EFX €1	495,00

iw210S €1	595,00

SUB12i €1	195,00
SUB15i €1	495,00

€150,00
€175,00

PVP

iw 4DC €155,00

iw 6DS €215,00

iw 6TDC €375,00

iw 62TDC €495,00

iw 62TS €475,00

€75,00
€100,00
€200,00

The Definition Install range has been designed around the unique Tannoy Dual Concentric™ drive unit to bring class leading performance 
to a wide range of installation applications; high end home theatre, media rooms, boardrooms or anywhere there is a demand for the very 
best AV solution, these loudspeakers deliver class leading accuracy, sensitivity and dynamics.

ATENÇÃO:  Preços UNITÁRIOS

1 x 6.5" Dual Concentric™ + 2 x 6.5" woofer. In wall mounting. 200 W / Sensitivty 91dB (1W = 
2.83V for 8 Ohms) / 54Hz - 40 kHz. (Single)

Back can for iw 62TDC / iw 62TS 

Pre install frame for iw63 DC, iw60 EFX and iw210S (Single)
Retro install frame for iw63 DC, iw60 EFX and iw210S (Single)

Back can for iw 6DS / iw 6TDC

15" direct radiating subwoofer. 1200 W / 8 Ohms / black. (Single)

Custom Install products

Back can for iw 4DC

Music mode: 1 x 6.5" Dual Concentric™. Cinema mode: 2 x 4" Dual Concentric™ in di-pole 
configuration. in wall mounting as effect / surround system. 200 W / Sensitivty 90dB (1W = 2.83V 
for 8 Ohms) / 74Hz - 27 kHz (Single)

6" Dual Concentric™ speaker for on wall mounting. 200 W / Sensitivty 90dB (1W = 2.83V for 8 
Ohms) / 90Hz -22 kHz / black. (Single)
8" Dual Concentric™ speaker for on wall mounting. 260 W / Sensitivty 92dB (1W = 2.83V for 8 
Ohms) / 85 Hz - 22 kHz / black. (Single)

IN-WALL speakers

 2 x 10" direct radiating subwoofer for in wall mounting. 500 W /  35 - 500 Hz / 8 Ohms. (Single)

12" direct radiating subwoofer. 800 W / 8 Ohms / black. (Single)

Flush mount in wall 4" Dual Concentric™ speaker with Wideband™ technology. (Single)

Flush mount in wall discrete driver system with Wideband™ technology. (Single)

Flush mount in wall 6" Dual Concentric™ speaker with Wideband™ technology. (Single)

Flush mount in wall with 6" Dual Concentric™ speaker with Wideband™ technology + 
supplementary 6" bass driver. (Single)

Flush mount in wall subwoofer with twin 6" woofers. (Single)

DEFINITION Install

12" Dual Concentric™ speaker for on wall mounting. 400 W / Sensitivty 97dB (1W = 2.83V for 8 
Ohms) / 70 Hz - 25 kHz / black. (Single)
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Mercury iC5 €95,00

Mercury iC6 €125,00

Ultra low profile coaxial speaker 100mm / 4", 80W, 6 Ohms, depth 99 mm, transformer 70-100v, 
selectable 30/15/7.5W taps, 85Hz-19kHz, 87dB, white, paintable grille (Single)

Coaxial speaker 100mm / 4", 80W, 6 Ohms, transformer 70-100v selectable 30/15/7.5W taps, 
85Hz-19kHz, 87dB, white, paintable grille (Single)

Custom Install products continued…

ATENÇÃO:  Preços UNITÁRIOS, fornecido em embalagem de 2 unidades

Two new entry level ceiling speakers marketed under the Mercury range branding. High performance / low cost speakers for multi room or 
home theatre installation.

NOVO - IN-CEILING speakers


